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Cosmetic Effects
By Clive Sinclair
New York: Viking, 1990.
246 pp. $18.95.
By KEN FRIEDEN
Clive Sinclair's recent novel
stages a stormy drama of the real
and the surreal, politics and eratics, postmodernism and terrorism. The book's title, ··cosmetic
Effects ," underscores the disparity
between appearance and reality
that results from the invasion of
everyday life by Hollywood . 1\Ir.
Sinclair's originality is evident in
his verbal pyrotechnics, shocking
turns of phrase that show language
at its most elusi\·e, allusive, and
illusionary. His well -crafted sent·
ences repeatedly expose surpris·
ing contents behind surface
appearances. This book uncovers
the dark underside of modern life,
in particular for the European or
American jew who feels drawn to
Israel in the face of its intractable
political problems.
The protagonist, Jonah Isaacson, is a film critic \\'ho teaches at
the University of St. Albans. He is
a latter-day Jonah and, at the same
time, a latter-day Isaac. An unwill ·
ing prophet and unwitting sacri·
fice, he flies to Israel with his wife
who runs a travel agency called
" Dream Time." Their dream be·
comes nightmarish when a terroist
bomb explodes, leadng him without an arm and without a memory.
His amnesia takes on symbolic
weight when an Israeli tells Jonah
that " the jews have a long
memory " and he responds,
"Except me." In Mr . Sinclair ' s
novel, remembering and forget·
ting are linked to the options of
Zionism and assimilationism .
Jonah has chosen assimilation, but
events beyond his control demand
that he come to terms with the
jewish State and its political
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agenda.
"Cosmetic, Effects" is narrated
by Jonah in the first-person present. The present time is well
suited to this work, since its hero
suffers from the loss of his past. He
glides over the surface of things,
unaware of both their history and
of his relationship to prior events .

This novel repeatedly refers to the
predominance of film over life,
since "reality is exactly what people don 't ,,·ant. "
" Cosmetic Effects" frequently
alludes to biblical sources, and
these allusions affirm that behind
its cosmopolitan, secular camouflage , there is a self-consciously
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Wood engraving by David Jones from ·The Book of Jonah, · 1926.
Some readers may associate
Jonah's plight with the rabbinic
\'iew that "there is no early and no
late in Torah ... His bondage to the
present is, however, more closely
tied to the continuous present of
cinematic celluloid . When asked
whether he has read the Torah,
Jonah replies, " No ... but I've
seen 'The Ten Commandments."'

jewish no,·ei. The book opens with
the giving of the Torah on Sinai; it
proceeds to the binding of Isaac;
and it concludes with ·a modern·
day feast of Belshazzar, replete
with prophetic writing on the wall.
The theme of the hand, too,
places 1\!r . Sinclair's text in relation to Judaic traditions . The Book
of Genesis establishes the prece-

dent in which "hand " (yad) is a key
word that suggests human and divine power. In "Cosmetic Effects "
Jonah 's lost arm begins to take o'n
power of its own; it has apparently
allied itself with "the Sons of
Ishmael."
Another jewish hand, firmly
situated in the Hebrew tradition,
is the Torah pointer. Jonah dimly
recalls, from his childhood, "an
elderly gent wearing a black skullcap and a zebra-skin shawl picking
out, with a similar silver pointer,
strange letters drawn upon a yellowish scroll." The most unsuspected of proof-texts, however,
comes from Rabbi Nachman of
Bratslav's tale "The Master of
Prayer." In that implicitly present
Hasidic story, a mystical hand contains the blueprint of the world
and the map of all pathways between the earth and the hea\·ens.
Rabbi Nachman 's hand, in turn,
symbolizes the Torah. No such
salvation awaits the characters in
Mr. Sinclair's world .
When the hero of "Cosmetic
Effects" loses his arm, he loses
more than manual strength. An
aspect of himself is replaced by a
foreign agent. The Palestinian who
supplies him with a new arm, Dr.
Habash, explains the phantom·
limb phenomenon: "As your arm is
to you, so is Palestine to me. If I
look in an atlas I do not find it."
Subsequently, Jonah has an eerie
midnight dialogue with his se·
vered arm, in which this phantom
limb tells him to "call me Ishmael."
We are reminded that jews prefer
to forget about Abraham's first
son, progenitor of the Arab people,
and dwell only upon the story of
Isaac and his descendants. When
Jonah requires a second replace·
ment hand, Dr. Habash presumably fits him with a second bomb
and tells him: "I have taken advan·
tage of this unexpected opportun·
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ity and made the new one notice·
ably heavier." The lines of Mr.
Sinclair's political map remain indeterminate, although on the surface the symbolism may seen
heavy-handed.
Puns and other wordplays are
essential to Sinclair's ingenious
writing. The pun itself contains a
double aspect, masquerading a superficial form that conceals hidden features. On the level of style,
then, puns are the "cosmetic
effects" that dress up the novel
and disguise its far-flung plot.
Caught in "the shadowland of
words," as Jonah was trapped in
the belly of a whale, the narrator
battles his way through language.
For example, he tells the tale of his
wife's great-aunt : "Hitherto she
had been known as Balla's Bella.
Now the wags called her
Marinetti's marionette. The
liaison ended abruptly and Bella
migrated to Paris where she dallied with Dali, was more earnest
with HemirJgway and Ernst, posed
for Picasso, and wore greasepaint
for Luis Bunuel." This aunt later
confesses that she has also been
called "Bunuel's bunuelo-Bunuel's

doughnut."
But the decisive instrument of
deception in "Cosmetic Effects" is
not wit. The pen, one used to say, is
mightier than the sword. In Mr.
Sinclair's novel, pens gain actual
potency in a sense that defeats the
epithet. Jonah twice receives the
gift of a pen that is wired to act as
detonator for a fatal explosion.
Writing has been exiled, and not
merely by cinematic competition;
political goals intervene and over·
turn literary aspirations. The pen
as weapon becomes an apt symbol
of art that is the tool of ideological
warfare. Mr. Sinclair toys with the
hazards of engaged literature,
tenuously keeping his distance by
turning this genre into one among
several themes. Although
"Cosmetic Effects" shows that the
pen is no longer mightier than the
sword, it effectively prods us to entertain the repressed thoughts
that haunt modern Jewish life. Mr.
Sinclair's book intimates that no
puns, cosmetics, or special effects
can deny center stage to unsettling
realities.
Mr. Frieden is a professor of compa·
rative literature at Emory University.

